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To use this version of PhotoScore MIDI with your favourite DJ / production software you will need to add a special MACRO or
other support. You can download the important MACRO required here: If you have a newer version of PhotoScore

Professional, then you will need to update your PhotoScore MIDI to use this new Macros. This is extremely easy to do. Simply
download the new PhotoScore MIDI, unzip it, and double click on the icon to run PhotoScore MIDI. That is it. The MIDI files

are now in your "Photoscore MIDI" folder. Photoscore MIDI can be used as a MIDI recorder, as a MIDI player to listen to
music played on your MIDI gear, as a MIDI synthesiser (includes the Drum Machine module, the Synth Pad and the Melody
Sequence module) and as a MIDI sequencing software. For more details, please see the manual that comes with PhotoScore

MIDI. How to save/export MusicXML, MusicXML+, NIFF, AIFF and PDF files 1. Open PhotoScore MIDI Lite and click on
the "Export" button. 2. Select the MIDI format you wish to save the files as, for example "MusicXML". You will need to select

a suitable version of the music format of PhotoScore MIDI, but this is all explained in the manual. The "Export" button will now
allow you to export the music files into your chosen music file format. "PhotoScore MIDI Lite" has a 30 day refund policy. If
you are not happy with this software, please contact us by email: info@photoscore.com However, no refund will be allowed if

the returned software has been opened. The software should be returned unopened in its original packaging and postage charges
are non-refundable. Any broken or defective software must be returned with all packaging intact and unused, with all manuals

and accessories. Please ensure that you have registered your software with the PhotoScore webshop in order to receive
notification of updates. If you cannot access our webshop, please get in touch. PhotoScore MIDI Lite will scan music files and
save them to MIDI PhotoScore MIDI Lite can save MIDI files only, and that these cannot be opened in PhotoScore for later

editing. If you require this feature then PhotoScore Professional, which can save files in its Scanned music format, is
recommended. Here are some key 77a5ca646e
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Photoscore Midi Lite is a utility that scans printed music, transposes it, and saves it in MIDI format. You can view, edit, and
play back scanned music with PhotoScore Professional. MusicScan MusicScan saves the scanned music as a file in MIDI format
(Sequencer file format). MusicScan provides a list of all the song titles in a file, with information about how long each title is.
MusicScan can scan a maximum of 5 pages of music, although it may continue scanning through music already in the file.
NOTE: PhotoScore Scanner can read scanned music from MusicScan, and also scans pages directly from a.PDF file.
PhotoScore Professional MusicScan is only part of PhotoScore Professional, which also includes software for playing back,
editing, and printing music. The scanned music is shown as waveforms and playback patterns, with relevant notes and lyrics
marked on the sheet. Press the "Play" button to hear and view your music. You can change the playback speed, transpose notes,
search for notes, and export music in WAV, AIFF, MusicXML, NIFF, PDF and M3 format. Numerous functions are available
for editing music, including transpose, slow-fast speed changes, start/stop mode, and tempo adjustments. The latest version of
the software is included with PhotoScore. PhotoScore provides the equivalent of nearly all the functions available in a full-
featured soundfont editor. PhotoScore can: ￭ Transpose, reverse, or normalize music ￭ Create and save MusicXML or
MusicXML MIDI files ￭ Save music in the WAV, AIFF, MusicXML, NIFF, and M3 formats ￭ Transpose music, play from
any page in a.PDF file, and import music from the MiniScore, NewScore, PDFPro, Midi, and MusicScan files ￭ Print music
and export to various formats ￭ Print lyrics, chords, sheet music, and indexes ￭ Add a rubric ￭ Convert files to MusicXML,
MusicXML MIDI, MIDI, WAV, AIFF, and PDF ￭ Print music to various formats ￭ Import MusicXML and MusicXML MIDI
files ￭ Scale music down or up, reverse, slow down, or normalize it ￭ Play MIDI

What's New in the Photoscore Midi Lite?

Photoscore Midi Lite will scan music files and save them to MIDI Photoscore Midi Lite can save MIDI files only, and that these
cannot be opened in PhotoScore for later editing. If you require this feature then PhotoScore Professional, which can save files
in its Scanned music format, is recommended. Here are some key features of "Photoscore Midi Lite": ￭ Ultra low price that will
appeal to almost anybody ￭ Accurate and fast ￭ Scans and reads printed music ￭ Plays back scanned music ￭ Results can be
used in MIDI sequencing and editing software ￭ Uses a subset of the latest PhotoScore Professional music scanning technology
￭ Please note that this version does not print scores, transpose, save MusicXML, NIFF, WAV, AIFF files or open PDF files
Limitations: ￭ Save and printing disabled. Photoscore Lite 3.0.40 Photoscore Lite is a free utility that lets you scan and store the
visual part of paper, score and other physical music. Photoscore Lite is intended for musicians, music students and all those who
love music. Photoscore Lite Features ￭ Integrates into Windows environment ￭ Access music books by opening a file with
iTunes, Wordpad, Notepad, etc. ￭ Auto open books from iTunes ￭ Create a book with or without bookmarks ￭ Auto-save book
￭ OCR text recognition ￭ Find and replace text ￭ Add a note ￭ See a score page ￭ Export music file as MIDI ￭ Automatic,
interactive spell-check ￭ Import music file from various formats into your book ￭ Import music file from iTunes with tags and
albums ￭ Export music file to iTunes as a single track ￭ Export music file to iTunes as a playlist ￭ Find and replace text in any
score ￭ Find and replace text in the entire book ￭ Import text from other application, like Microsoft Word and Pages ￭ Import
text from PDF file ￭ View sheet music ￭ Create pages with text or bitmap ￭ Print score page ￭ Export to PDF, DVI, EPS,
JPEG and postscript format ￭ Export to a dedicated folder ￭ Backup to external storage ￭ Export to MIDI file
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System Requirements:

PC: Intel or AMD Dual Core Processor or better RAM: 2 GB Hard Disk Space: 1 GB of free space Graphics Card: NVIDIA
GeForce 400 series Internet Connection FREE Version Android: 2.2 or above. We recommend at least 2GB RAM and a GPU
with at least 320MB of VRAM or better. iOS: iPhone 3GS or above, iPod touch 2nd Generation or above, iPad 2nd Generation
or above We recommend at least 2GB RAM
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